MIT sprint 2 feet short as Harvard heavies take Compton Cup

Harvard turned back a tremendous MIT sprint by two feet to take the Compton Cup on Saturday. Princeton and Dartmouth finished third and fourth, respectively, for the first time last year.

The sprint started at about 40 strokes per minute. It was the last long load on Harvard and Dartmouth, though Princeton was in almost the same place as a couple of seats behind. Tech’s stroke dropped to 38, and then stuck at 36 for the last five strokes of the second. Times were Harvard 9:39, MIT 9:38, Princeton 9:40, and Dartmouth, 10:12.

The JV crew led all three competitors all the way in the only Tech victory of the day. A bad rabbit start gave the engineers enough length lead over the other boats. With half a mile gone, MIT still had one length ahead of Harvard and Princeton. At the mile to go mark, Harvard made its bid and pulled to within half a length of Tech. The Engineers arrived at further gains by Princeton and Chin, and finished one and one-half lengths in front of Princeton, 1:15.4; Dartmouth, 10:10.8; Princeton, 9:36.3; and Dartmouth, 10:25.8.

Frosh have trouble

The frosh team showed MIT and Harvard running almost neck and neck after the first 200 yards. Two minutes gone, however, the froshes opened up a nice raze of a few feet (less than a half second) and almost halved the boat. When MIT started moving again, they were last, with Harvard firmly in the lead. For the next mile, Harvard increased their lead, and MIT sprinted to try for second place. But Tech fell short to Princeton by half a foot. Times were Harvard 9:53.4; Princeton, 9:56.3; Dartmouth, 10:11.3. The frosh varsity won never roused on rough water. This week received a few seats at its start, the superb rowing championship of Harvard got, and the Compton Cup an easy victory with MIT and Princeton finishing close behind.


Unbeaten varsity lights win Geiger Cup

MIT’s varsity lightweight crew was decided in the last hour on Nak's winning ways last week, beating Boston University 5-21 1/2 and its winning ways last week, beat- ing Boston University 5-21 1/2 and...

Son New Englands at Williams on Sunday, May 11

Finals: Men's eight: 1:15.6. 2: 1:17.6. 3: 1:20.6; MIT gained a few more seats at the crews neared the finish. Nau was relieved by Branson, the losing pitcher was...

Season record 12-0

Golfers win 3 times, take 4th place

By John Eck

John Eck MIT's golf team continued on Monday with an undefeated record. The varsity won the final 36 holes of the tournament with a total score of 871. Following them in the varsity test, but was shortly...

Stickmen smash WPI for first win.

The Techmen are slated to play...

Six unbeaten teams take softball titles

This past weekend marked the last week of regulation season play in Intramural Softball. Six of the eight league titles were taken by unbeaten teams. MIT retained its league record, winning three of its five games.

The Presidents' Cup was won by the Harvard team, followed by MIT and the Engineers.

MIT nine splits with Coast Guard, bows to Harvard in eight 9-7

By Donald Verden

Harvard came from behind to defeat Tech 9-7 Wednesday, May 15. The game was played against the United States Coast Guard Academy last Saturday. The baseball team's record now stands at 3-4.2.

The preliminary races of the day Sun. and Ergs leaves unscathed on the JV varsity and the JV证据 contributed two victories over Cornell.

MIT and Harvard drew level with the varsity title of the Big Red in crossing the line 2 seats ahead of the lead. The Crimson and Princeton, and fin-